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Abstract: Both spatial distributions of the field intensity and the polarization
at the ground of a spatially confined whistler mode wave, which has a Gaussian
amplitude incident onto the ionosphere from above are computed by a full wave
method. The propagation paths in the earth-ionosphere wave guide are estimated
by tracing the peaks of these wave distributions at different altitudes.
From these calculations, the following interesting results are obtained:
(1) The spatial attenuation rate of the wave intensity in the earth-ionosphere
wave guide mode is about -10 dB/100 km for a distance less than a few hundred
kilometers from the source.
(2) The polarization is right-handed circular just underneath the source point,
but it becomes left handed at some distance away.

1. Introduction

In the recent years, multi-station simultaneous observations of natural VLF
waves and artificially transmitted VLF signals have been carried out on the ground
by TSURUDA et al. (1981). They reported that the amplitude observation of a signal,
transmitted from Siple in Antarctica and propagated to the northern hemisphere
through the whistler mode, revealed a high spatial attenuation in the space below the
ionosphere. Natural VLF emissions associated with auroral arcs have been observed
over a relatively small area on the ground below the ionospheric exit point of the waves
(MAKITA, 1979). It is not possible to support these experimental results theoretica11y
with an approximate treatment using the wave guide mode theory (WALKER, 1974).
In order to estimate the precise quantitative amplitudes of the signals at any
ionospheric level from these actually observed on the ground, it is necessary to establish
a full wave technique which makes it possible to treat a spatially confined wave packet
instead of a plane wave.
In this paper, a numerical calculation technique is developed to solve these pro46
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blems by using the full wave method. A whistler mode wave incident onto the iono
sphere from above is assumed to be a two-dimensional Gaussian beam wave which
is represented as a superposition of a number of elementary plane waves. For each
elementary plane wave we calculate the field components in the ionosphere by the
full wave method, and can obtain the field distribution at an arbitrary altitude by
synthesizing the full wave solutions from all initial elementary plane waves.
For the practical computation of the downgoing whistler mode Gaussian beam
waves, an electron density model for the lower ionosphere is adopted which is an ex
perimental profile observed by a sounding rocket at Syowa Station. The field dis
tributions on the ground are calculated for various scales of the spatially confined
incident wave and their virtual propagation characteristics are discussed (e.g. trans
mission cone angle and angle of emittance). Finally the distribution of polarization
on the ground is presented.
2. Basic Theory

Our method is based on the expansion of a spatially confined electromagnetic
wave into an infinite set of plane waves. It is assumed that the time variation is
represented by eiwt. A Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) is used as shown in Fig.
1. For simplicity, we consider a two-dimensional beam wave which is constant along
the y-axis and has a spatially confined amplitude distribution in the x-direction. Under
these conditions the electromagnetic fields of the beam wave, E(x, z) and �(x, z)
(=Z0 H where Z0 is the wave impedance in free space), are expressed as follows:

,,j

z (Zenith)

k (Wave vector)
Fig. 1.
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where ,..., denotes the Fourier spectrum component, i.e.,
E(kz, z)= [ E(x, z)eik .,,zdx
00

31:'(ku z)= [ Jie"(x, z)e ik .,,zdx ,
00

(2)
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where kzis the x-component of the wave normal vector kand kz=k0nsin O i (k0is
wave number in free space, nis the refractive index at the altitude of incidence, O ,,
is the angle of incidence).
Regarding the ionosphere as a horizontally stratified medium in the coordinates
shown in Fig.1,an elementary plane wave which is a component of the spatially con
fined beam wave in eq. 1( ) satisfies the following equation N
( AGANO et al.,1975):

�?
__= -1·ko T(kz,z)e '
dz

(3)

where e=(Ez , -Ey , �' �) ,t (tdenoting the transpose of the vector), and Tis a
4 x4 matrix depending on the incident wave normal and the constitution ofthe medium.
Inthe following a cold plasma approximation is used for the medium.
Equation 3( ) can be solved by a full wave method. Therefore we can obtain the
full wave solutions of an elementary plane wave with a unit amplitude at the beginning,
corresponding to each wave number kzwhich will be given by the initial condition.
( ) is rewritten as
If we express this solution as F'(k,
z z),the electric field of eq. 1
(4)
where C1 k
( )z is a function determined by the initial amplitude distribution of the beam
wave. The magnetic field is also given by a similar expression,although we will not
use it here.
Now we express the spatial amplitude distribution of a downgoing wave at the
incident altitude as the function of x, g(x),which is expanded into a set of plane waves
by Fourier integral,
( )
5
G(k)=
z
[ g(x)eik xxdx
00

6( )

Then eq. 4( ) must be equal to eq. 5( ) at the incident altitude,thereby eq. 4( ) becomes
7( )
Inthis way we can obtain the exact solution of the beam wave by integrating the full
wave solutions at arbitrary altitudes.
The procedures for the numerical calculation of eq. (7) are carried out as follows:
(1) The spatial amplitude distribution of the downgoing wave g(x)is assumed
at the altitude of incidence. In this case we can choose g(x)as a Gaussian type func
tion so as to be able to calculate eq. 6( ) analytically.
2( ) Equation 7( ) is approximated by summing up a finite number of k,
z up to
n
I order to
a few hundred points,instead of integrating an infinite number of k.
z
increase the accuracy for such a finite approximation, we use the Discrete Fourier
Transform D
( FT) method.
(3) The full wave solution F(k,
z z) is calculated by the multi-layered method
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for each elemental plane wave with a wave number of ka: , Thereby we can calculate
the spatial distribution E(x, z) at an arbitrary altitude using eq. (4).
3.

Model for Calculation

3 .1. Amod el for th e i ncid e nt b e am w av e

The amplitude distribution of a downgoing whistler wave is assumed to be of
the following form at the incident altitude.

( x2

g(x)=exp -

<1 2

2

• )
-Jka:oX ,

8( )

where a is a factor of the beam width, and ka:o is the x-component of the wave normal
vector, which is represents a central direction of propagation of the beam wave. The
Fourier integral of eq. (8) can be calculated analytically as follows:
G(ka:)=(2rr)1 1 aexp
2

(-+a (ka: -ka:
2

9( )

2

0) ).

These eqs. (8) and (9) are both Gaussian type functions, therefore we call such a beam
wave the Gaussian beam wave.
3.2. Low er io nosph eric mod el

The lower ionospheric model used in the numerical calculations is shown in Fig.
2. We have used the electron density profile which was observed by the S-2IOJA-22
rocket launched at Syowa Station when the ionosphere was in a relatively quiet condi
tion (OGAWA et al., 1976). Also we have adopted the atmospheric pressure for a lati
tude of 70°N in December (COSPAR, 1972). An effective collision frequency profile
which is proportional
"veff is derived from a mono-energetic collision frequency i;
to the atmospheric pressure (THRANE and PIGGOTT, 1966). MIYAZAKI estimated the
collision frequency from the Cosmic Noise Absorption (CNA) data observed at Syowa
Station (MIYAZAKI, 1975). Our model of the collision frequency profile is in good
agreement with his estimation.
""
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The electron density and the collision frequency profiles used in the numerical calculation.
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4. Calculated Results and Discussion

In this section the wave magnetic fields which we expected to be observed at the
ground are computed and discussed for various cases. A change of the polarization
depending upon the distance along the ground from beneath the exit point is also dis
cussed. The incident wave, which is of the whistler mode with a right-handed polariza
tion, is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution in the x-direction in the horizontal
plane at the topside boundary of the lower ionosphere. In this full wave method,
the ground reflection effect is considered (NAGANO et al., 1980). The topside boundary
of the ionosphere is assumed to be located at an altitude of 110 km, and the free space
is assumed below an altitude of 50 km. The schematic structure of our problem is
shown in Fig. 3. The other parameters used in the numerical calculation are shown
in Table 1.

X(n)

50km

( O)

Free space

0km 77777777777777 c-m>
Ground

Fig. 3.

4.1.

Table 1. Parameters used in the numerical calculations.
----- ====
3.0, 5.0, 8.0 (kHz)
Wave frequency
f
o
o "' 7 0
Angle of incidence
ei
a
;.,.,., 15}. (A; the wave
The beam width of the
length at incident
incident wave
level)
0° (North-South
Azimuth angle
<P
propagation)
70°
Geomagnetic dip angle
dip
1.244 (MHz)
Electron gyro frequency
Is
10- 3 (S/m) and 10
The conductivity and
dielectric constant of
the Earth

The schematic structure
of the problem.

Transmission cone angle of the beam wave
Figure 4 shows the relationship between the incident angle of the downgoing
whistler wave and the maximum amplitude of the beam wave on the ground, where
O p denotes the transmission cone angle calculated by Snell's law. As is seen in Fig.
4, the effective transmission cone angle for the Gaussian beam wave is a little wider
than that for the plane wave, becoming wider as the beam width <1 becomes narrower.
This result is explained by the distribution of the angular spectra constituting the beam
wave. That is, even if the main central direction of the incident beam wave is outside
of the transmission cone () p, a part of the distributed angular spectra would still remain
inside the cone, so that the intensity level of the beam wave outside the transmission
cone () P on the ground becomes much stronger than that for the plane wave case. Since
the variance of the angular spectrum function becomes greater as <1 becomes narrower,
the effective transmission cone angle becomes wider, and the maximum amplitude of
the wave at the ground becomes smaller than that of the plane wave case, for small
incident angles.
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The maximum amplitude of the wave
field at the ground versus the incident
angle for various beam widths of the
incident wave (a/J.). The vertical axis
is normarized by the square root of z
component of the Poynting flux (W/m 2)
of the incident whistler mode wave.
()P denotes the angle of transmission
cone derived by Snell's law.
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Th e r ayp ath a nd th e a ngl e o f emitta nc e
Estimation of the ray paths of the downgoing whistler mode wave in the earth
ionosphere wave guide is an important problem for finding the exit point from the
ionosphere.
The ray path in the earth-ionosphere wave guide is calculated by the following
process:
(1) Spatial distributions of the wave at several altitudes in free space are com
puted.
(2) The upgoing and downgoing waves are separated.
(3) Ray paths of these waves are defined as the loci of the points of maximum
amplitude of the waves at different altitudes.
Figure 5 shows the ray paths of the upgoing and downgoing waves in the earth
ionosphere wave guide. The second and third peaks of waves at the ground are ob
viously identified as the interference pattern of the upgoing and downgoing waves
reflected both in the ionosphere and at the ground surface.
We define the angle of emittance as the angle between z-axis and the direction of
the downgoing waves at the exit point of the ionosphere.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between the angle of emittance and n sin Oi for
different widths of the incident beam wave. The angle of emittance at the exit
point has a saturation characteristics when the width of the beam wave is less than
ten wave lengths as shown in Fig. 6, and the maximum angle becomes smaller in pro
portion to the width of the beam. It turns out from these numerical results that if
the elevation angle of the arriving VLF waves observed by the direction finder on the
ground is less than sixty degrees, the spatial distribution of the downgoing wave at
the incident altitude may be as wide as 15A, where A denotes the wave length at the
incident altitude.
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The ray path of the upgoing and down
going waves in the earth-ionosphere
wave guide. 0e denotes the angle of
emittance of the downgoing wave. The
solid, broken and chained curves show
the distribution of the total wave, down
going and upgoing waves, respectively.
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sin9i

1.0
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The angle of emittance Oe versus n sin O i for various values of the beam width o of the
incident wave. The curve labeled 'plane wave' shows the value calculated by Snell's law.
n is the refractive index at the incident level.

Fi eld i nte nsityd ep e nd e nc e o nth e b eamwidth ofth e i ncid e ntwav e
We calculate the wave fieldintensity on the ground for various beam widths of
the vertical incident wave and examine how the distribution ofthe fieldon the ground
is dependent on the beam width ofthe incident wave. Although the resultant shape
ofthe distribution ofthewave on the ground is slightly different from the Gaussian
formassumed at the incident altitude,we introduce the equivalent quantity a uto ex
press the width ofthe distribution ofthe wave fieldat the ground. The value of a u
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is defined as the distance in A from the point of maximum amplitude to the points
of amplitude equal to e- 1 1 2 of its value.
Figure 7 shows the maximum amplitude and the equivalent width of the wave
field at the ground vers us the beam width of the incident wave. As is seen in the
broken curve of Fig. 7, the beam width of the ground wave becomes about I 5l and
is independent of that of the incident wave when a<2l. It means that the angular
spectra of incident beam wave is distributed uniformly within the transmission cone
angle.
On the other hand, the maximum intensity of the wave field becomes small com
pared to that of the plane wave as the incident beam width becomes less than 8,t
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The maximum amplitude and the equiv
alent beam width at the ground versus
the beam width of the incident wave.
The scales for the solid and broken
curves correspond to the vertical axes
at the right and left handed sides, re
spectively.
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4. 4. Sp ati al att e nuati o n o f th e w a ve field o nth e gr o und
In order to estimate the spatial attenuation on the ground, it is assumed that the
angular spectra of the downgoing whistler mode wave incident onto the ionosphere
is spread over the transmission cone angle. Such a incident wave corresponds to a
Gaussian beam wave with a<2A as stated in the previous section. Therefore, the
computations in this section are performed under the conditions of a = l and Oi = 0 °.
Figures 8a, 8b and 8c show the spatial distributions for three different frequencies
calculated by our method. The computed wave field included the effect of the multi
reflection in the earth-ionosphere wave guide. The x- and y-components of the mag
netic field � correspond to the TE and TM modes in free space, respectively. The
attenuation rate is about -20 dB/500 km as an average over a long distance and
locally is greater than - 10 dB/100 km in both cases of frequencies of 5 kHz and 8 kHz.
WALKER (1974) calculated analytically the spatial amplitude distribution of the
VLF waves which were originally incident onto the ionosphere from above, for a
model three layered medium representing the earth-free space-ionosphere. He obtained
an attenuation rate of a few tens dB per I 000 km in free space under the ionosphere.
However, according to multi-station ground based observations of one hop whistler
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The spatial distributions of the downgoing whistler mode wave on the ground at vertical
incidence. a. /= 3 kHz ; b. J= 5 kHz; c. J=8 kHz.

mode wave s of t he Siple tra nsmi ssio n near t he co njugate poi nt of Siple tsatio n
T
( SURUDA et al. ,1981),it wa s fo und t ha tt he ps atial atte nuatio nrate i s os meti me s m uc h
tseeper ( -7 d B/1 00 km)t ha nt he t heoretical va lue o btai ned by WALKER.
Our re sult s are extre mely di ffere nt fro m t he val ue o btai ned by t he wave g uide
mode t heory ( WALKER,197 4 ; HELLIWELL,1965), but are i ngood agree me nt wit ht he
experi me ntal re sult sreported by T SURUDA et al. 1( 981).
4 .5.

Pol a irz ati o n o nth e gro und
We ca nea isly recog nize t hat t he polarizatio nat t he gro und will c ha nge beca use
oft he variatio n oft he a mplit ude ratio l�I to l�I a s show ni n Fig. 8. We have
co mp uted t he polarizatio n para meter fro m t he t hree co mpo ne nt s oft he mag netic
field ( �, �. �)a s show ni nFig s.9a,9 ba nd 9c ( MEANS,1972). T hi spara meter
de note st he ratio oft he ma oj r axi sto t he mi nor axi soft he ellip es i nt he pla ne perpe n
dic ular to t he wave nor mal . A si s es e ni nFig.9,polarizatio ni nt he left ha nded es nse
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appear sat d istance sgreater than 1 00 km from the ono
i
ps her ci e xit po nt
i of the wave.
n
I th is ca es , the polar zat
i on
i parameter corre ps ond s to the convent onal
i
defin ti on
i
of the polar zat
i on
i PT
( SURUDA et al., 91 79 ,
) becau es the ampl tude
i
of the �compo
nent on the ground isvery m
s all.
5. Conclusion
The full wave treatment ha sbeen developed for the ps at ally
i confined downgo ng
i
i dent
i
onto the ono
i
ps here from above. The ma oj r po nt
i s
wh istler mode wave nc
we have d iscu sse d ni th ispaper are a sfollow :
s
(I) The e ffect ve
i tran m
s ission cone angle of beam wave s is os mewhat w der
i
than that of the plane wave ca es.
2( ) The angle of em ttance
i
of the beam wave tend sto become m
s aller than that
calculated simply by Snell 'slaw.
3( ) The attenuat on
i rate determ ned
i from the ps at al
i d istr but
i on
i of the signal
ampl tude
i
below the ono
i
ps here is much greater than that theoret cally
i
obta ned
i by
the mode theory.
(4) The tran m
s tted
i
wave on the ground hs ow s a r ght-handed
i
polar zat
i on
i ni
the v ci ni ty
i of the e xit po nt,
i but a left-handed component sappear sat greater d istance s.
Th is full wave method is appl cable
i
for analyz ng
i the ps at al
i d istr bi ut on
i of
i networ k and be 
natural VLF em ission sob esrved on the ground by a mult i-stat on
i the accuracy of the var ou
i stype sof d rect
i on
i
come sa powerful tool for e xam ni ng
find ng
i ys tsem .
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